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ABSTRACT
The epizonal Mud Springs stock is a zoned Tertiary intrusion 
consisting of six intrusive units. The initial intrusive unit was 
quartz monzodiorite (62.2% Si02) which was followed in order by a 
seriate granodiorite (65.0% SiC>2), a quartz monzonite porphyry 
(63.9% Si02), a quartz syenite porphyry (65.2% SiO ), and finally by 
a large composite dike consisting of alkali-feldspar granite
(77.9% SiO ) and an alkali-feldspar granite porphyry (74.7% SiO ).
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All contact relations between the units are well exposed and sharp.
Minor aplite, granophyric dikes and hornblende andesite dikes are 
found. The granitic rocks of the stock have intruded Triassic slates 
and phyllites to the north and Tertiary volcanic rocks to the west 
and south. The stock is bounded on the east by the Dixie Valley 
fault and Holocene alluvial cover. The older I.X.L. Canyon 
quartz monzodiorite has been radiometrically dated at 28 m.y.
All of the units are texturally homogeneous except for a zone 
of seriate porphyritic rocks bordering the more typical, hypidiomorphic- 
granular, I.X.L. Canyon quartz monzodiorite in the marginal areas of 
this unit. No mafic minerals are found in the alkali-feldspar 
granites, but biotite and hornblende make up approximately ten 
percent of the mafic mineral content of each of the other units.
Minor rapakivi and antirapakivi textures are found in the Mud Springs 
quartz monzonite and quartz syenite porphyries respectively.
Major oxide and trace element determinations were made on one 
representative sample from each of the units. Variation of the major 
oxides show that as SiC>2 increases A^O^, Ca0' M90 ' Ta°2 anĉ  tota-*-
iron (FeO+Fe^O^) decrease and Na20 remains nearly constant. K20 
increases with increasing silica content. These trends correspond 
to an increase in potassium and a decrease in iron and calcium from 
the older to the younger units. Late potassium-feldspar replacement 
of plagioclase accounts for the high K 0 content (5.4%) of the Mud 
Springs quartz syenite.
Trace element data suggest that simple progressive fractionation 
cannot be called upon to explain the variation in rock types found in 
the Mud Springs stock. The K/Rb ratios are higher than the average 
ratio for igneous rocks and indicate the late introduction of 
potassium-feldspar.
Field mapping and mineralogical, textural and chemical data indicate 
that fractionation took place in an irregularly shaped magma chamber 
which was periodically tapped by fractures through the confining rocks.
Economic mineralization is restricted to small local Cu, Pb, and 
Zn sulfide-bearing veins occurring within the seriate granodiorite 
and deposits of Pb, Zn, Cu, Ag, and Au found in the slates and 
phyllites of the contact zone in I.X.L. Canyon. An irregular zone of 
propylitic alteration of the granitic rocks occurs along the Dixie 
Valley fault.
All of the units have well-developed joint sets, with northwest 
and northeast strikes predominating. The northwest joint set 
approximately parallels two faults in the area. Foliation and schlieren 
are rare. Two, previously unmapped normal faults have offset the 
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The zoned stock, the subject of this investigation, has previously 
been referred to as the I.X.L. Canyon pluton (Speed and Armstrong,
1971, p. 4) . It is the feeling of this writer that this pluton should 
be called the Mud Springs stock for the reason that all of the various 
intrusive phases comprising the stock are well exposed in the vicinity 
of Mud Springs.
Location
The Mud Springs stock is located on the east side of the Stillwater 
Range, Churchill County, Nevada (Fig. 1), and is approximately 30 air 
miles northeast of Fallon and 27 miles north on the Dixie Valley road 
from U.S. Highway 50.
Accessibility
Rocks of the Mud Springs stock are well exposed and easily 
accessible by hiking. Three Jeep roads provide access to various parts 
of the stock (Fig. 2). The road in Job Canyon parallels the telephone 
line from Fallon to Dixie Valley and is the only road most likely to 
be maintained on any regular basis.
Objectives of this study
This project was undertaken as a combined field and petrologic 
problem involving the study of an igneous body in order to determine 
its chemical, mineralogical and textural variations and from this to 
determine the petrologic development of the rocks. The Mud Springs 
stock lends itself particularly well to this type of problem because 
of the diverse types of rocks found in the stock and the fact that
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Figure 2. Roads providing access to parts of the Mud Springs 





















the relationships of the various units are well-exposed in the field.
It is felt that this study provides useful field and chemical data 
which will be significant to additional studies on the igneous 
activity of the western Great Basin.
Methods of study
The studied portion of the Mud Springs stock is approximately 15 
square miles in area. Nineteen days were spent in mapping the 
intrusive units of the stock. Army Map Service aerial photographs, 
enlarged to a scale of 1:30,000 were used for plotting field relations.
In addition, recent aerial photographs at a scale of 1:9,500 were used 
for mapping the intrusive relations in the Mud Springs area. Topo­
graphic maps of suitable scales were not available for use in this 
project.
Ninety-one samples of the intrusive rocks of the Mud Springs 
stock were collected, and of these, 19 representative samples were 
submitted to the analytical laboratory of the U.S. Geological Survey for 
chemical analyses. Three ore samples were chemically analyzed by the 
Nevada Mining Analytical Laboratory.
Chemical analyses of the 19 samples submitted to the U.S.
Geological Survey were done using the rapid rock method (Shapiro and 
Brannock, 1962) for major oxides, and semiquantitative analyses for 
minor elements including quantitative X-ray fluorescence determinations 
for Ba, Rb, and Sr. Au and Ag determinations were done by atomic 
absorption. The additional ore samples submitted to the Nevada Mining 
Analytical Laboratory were analyzed for Cu, Pb, and Zn by atomic 
absorption and Au and Ag by fire assay techniques.
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Ninety foux thin sections were made, which include inultipie thin 
sections for the chemically analyzed samples. Observations of the 
thin sections included textural end mineralogrcal relations. Numerous 
thin sections were point-counted, in addition, to determine the 
mineral abundances (volume percent). Reliabilities of the modal 
values were determined using the methods and reliability chart of 
Van der Plas and others (1965) as modified by KalsbeeR (1969),
Adjusted modes were determined for porphyritic rocks by combining the 
volume percent of phenocrysts from stained slabs with volume percent 
of grcundmass minerals determined in thin section. The staining 
procedure of Norman (1974) was followed in the preparation of the 
stained slabs.
The Aia content of plagioclase grains was determined on the U-stage.. 
using the a-normal method and the determinative curve of Tobi (1963) .
2V measurements of the potassium-feldspars were made following the 
procedure of Slemmons (1970) and these values were used to determine 
the percentage of order of the potassium-feldspar from the chart 
by Finney and Bailey (1964; as presented by Heber, 1968, p. 56).
Specific gravity determinations of selected samples from each of 
the mapped units were made by the water immersion method, using a 
beam balance apparatus similar to the one illustrated by Hurlbut (1959, 
p. 159).
At field stations the attitudes on visible structural features such 
as joints, veins and, foliation were measured.
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Previous work
The primary published geologic work in the Stillwater Range is the 
preliminary geologic map of a part of the Stillwater Range, Churchill 
County, Nevada, by Page (1965). In the discussion accompanying the 
preliminary map, Page recognized that the Mud Springs stock (his Tg 
unit) contained "several successive intrusions". Potassium-argon 
dating of biotite from a sample from I.X.L. Canyon indicated an age of 
28+ million years (Page, 1965 and Speed and Armstrong, 1971, p. 4).
More recent work of a strictly geologic nature has been by 
R. C. Speed from Northwestern University and J. R. Riehle, from the 
State University of New York at Binghamton. These workers have spent 
most of their time in the investigation of the volcanic rocks which 
the Mud Springs stock intrudes. They have been trying, unsuccessfully, 
to date the volcanic rocks (Speed, written communication, November, 
1973). Additionally, Riehle (written communication, April, 1974), 
has done reconnaissance mapping in the Stillwater Range in an area from 
White Rock Canyon to Mountain Well. His primary objective was to 
determine whether there were any volcanic rocks in the Stillwater 
which resemble those in the Clan Alpine Mountains to the east.
Hand (1955) studied the late-stage albitic dikes which are 
related to the Upper Jurassic gabbroic and dioritic complex, in the 
Corral Canyon area of the Stillwater Range. He found that anatase 
is contained in the white, altered, albitic dikes which transect the 
diorite.
Young (1963) was concerned primarily with the structure and
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stratigraphy of the Triassic sedimentary rocks in the area north of 
White Cloud Canyon. Filice (1967) studied the petrology of portions 
of three main units of the Humboldt gabbroic complex in the 
Cottonwood Creek area of the Stillwater Range. Stablein (1969) 
studied the petrogenesis of the microcline megacrysts in the 
porphyritic granodiorite and quartz monzonite in the Cretaceous,
New York Canyon pluton, in Pershing County, in the northern part of 
the Stillwater Range.
Geophysical work in and near the area under study has been 
limited to a reconnaissance gravity survey of Dixie Valley, e.g., 
a gravity survey of the Carson Sink-West Humboldt region (Wahl,
1965), a complete geological-geophysical investigation of the Sand 
Springs Range-Fairview Valley-Fourmile Flat area (Nev. Bur. of 
Mines, et a^. , 1962) and an aeromagnetic investigation of the Dixie 
Valley-Carson Sink area (Smith, 1965).
Many studies of fault activity were undertaken in response to 
fault movements in 1954 and the interested reader is referred to 
the following references: Byerly (1956), Slemmons (1957), Tocher 
(1957) and Slemmons, et al., (1959).
Discussions of economic geology and mining districts in 
Churchill County and the Stillwater Range are contained in 
Vanderburg (1940) and Wilden and Speed (1968).
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY
Rock Units (adapted from Page, 1965)
Triassic Rocks Most important of the rock units in the central portion 
of the Stillwater Range is a large area of gray-black, grayish- 
weathering slate and phyllite. Slaty cleavage throughout this unit 
generally parallels bedding except near axial parts of folds where it 
approaches the axial plane. For the most part, only incipient re­
crystallization is evident: however, near contacts with granitic 
intrusives, andalusite porphyroblasts have developed.
Intercalated throughout the slate sequence are thin interbeds 
of feldspathic metaquartzite, displaying an abundant variety of primary 
features including flute casts, crossbedding, and apparent ripple marks.
Locally, the slate sequence is interrupted by beds of gray­
weathering limestone, which varies in thickness from approximately 
1 foot to 5 feet. Many of these are calcarenites, some containing 
bioclastic material.
Complex deformation of the unit prohibits direct measurement 
of the slate-phyllite-limestone sequence, but Page estimates its 
thickness as 5,000-10,000 feet, of which only about 10 percent is 
metaquartzite and limestone.
Fossil identification has placed the age of this unit as late 
Triassic. Chronologically, this sequence is probably equivalent to 
the Grass Valley, the Dun Glenn, the Winnemucca, and the Raspberry 
formations of the Mount Tobin and Winnemucca quadrangles.
A relatively large body of allochthonous black to gray Upper 
Triassic limestone is present in the southern part of the Stillwater.
Fossil evidence indicates this unit is of the same age as the Upper 
Triassic slate upon which it rests, implying significant lateral 
transport of rocks formed in a different sedimentary environment.
Jurassic Rocks Areally bordering the Triassic limestone in the 
southern end of the Stillwater Range is a sequence of altered and 
locally schistose metavolcanic rocks. They consist of fine-grained 
slaty andesitic tuffs, schistose andesitic tuff—breccias, breccias, 
thin andesitic flows, graphitic slate, quartzite, calcareous 
sandstone, and thin conglomerate lenses. The volcanics are almost 
completely altered, but display certain relict textures. Probably 
of marine origin, this unit is in excess of 5,000 feet thick.
Resting unconformably upon the allochthonous Triassic limestone, 
the metavolcanics are thought to have been transported in as part 
of the La Plata thrust sheet.
A second major Jurassic unit is composed of extensive meta­
basalt flows and other metavolcanic rocks, which cover large areas 
in the Stillwater Range north of latitude 39°49°N. They occur as 
flows, lapilli tuffs, tuff breccias, and breccias. Alteration is 
common, epidote and chlorite imparting a distinct green color.
Normally associated with the Upper Jurassic gabbroic complex, these 
rocks are quite possibly contemporaneous with and may represent an 
extrusive equivalent of the gabbro.
A third major Jurassic unit is a large, seemingly tabular 
complex of gabbroic and dioritic intrusions. This complex and the 
Jurassic basalt dominate the northern section of the Stillwater Range 
and also occur in the Clan Alpine and West Humboldt Ranges. These 
rocks form an igneous unit which includes hornblende gabbro, diorite,
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picrite, anorthosite, dolerite, keratophyre, and gabbroic pegmatite. 
Distinct layering is evident in the earlier parts of the suite along 
intrusive margins. This unit has been carefully studied by R. c.
Speed (1963) who considers it to have been emplaced at very shallow 
depths in places penetrating to the surface and forming the 
extrusive basalts discussed earlier. A potassium-argon date from 
the West Humboldt Range indicates an age of about 150 million years, 
placing it chronologically in the Late Jurassic. Profound alteration 
including albitization and scapolitization is common in this unit. 
Tertiary Rocks In the area of the Stillwater Range near Job Peak 
and to the south, lavender or blue-gray-weathering latite is 
abundant. The groundmass consists primarily of microcrystalline 
feldspar laths, some of which are sodic in composition. With the 
exception of sparse, unaltered potassium-feldspar phenocrysts, 
megascopic minerals are absent. In addition, rhyolitic tuffs and 
latite breccias are locally present with the flows. Exposed 
sections of the unit show a thickness of 2,000 to 6,000 feet. Near 
intrusive contacts with Oligocene or Lower Miocene granite,
recrystallization and darkening are common.
\
Much of the exposed rock south of Job Peak consists of an 
undifferentiated volcanic unit whose composition probably ranges 
from latite to silica-rich rhyolite. This sequence is mapped as 
devitrified welded tuff. Resembling porphyries, these gray- to 
brown-weathering rocks are extremely competent, so that joint systems 
and topography are generally independent of original structures.
Riehle (written communication, April, 1974) thought that he could
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recognize several mappable tuff units within this sequence on the 
basis of phenocryst mineralogy. Megascopically, only the presence 
of angular lithic fragments of Triassic slate, latite, and other 
volcanics attests to the pyroclastic origin of this unit. Flattened 
shards and microscopic banding are observable in thin section.
This entire sequence, varying in thickness from 2,000 feet 
to a possible 10,000 feet, unconformably rests on the Upper 
Triassic slate and limestone and on the Jurassic metavolcanics.
Along the east side of the Stillwater Range, the devitrified tuff 
has been intruded by Tertiary granitic rocks (K/Ar date 28 m.y.) 
and light-colored felsite dikes.
A second group of Tertiary extrusive and intrusive rocks 
includes basalts and andesites. The intrusive rocks of this group 
invade the devitrified welded tuff and older formations near the 
center of the Stillwater Range. Extrusives of similar composition 
totaling about 8,000 feet in thickness are exposed south of Cox 
Canyon. Altered flows, breccias, and tuffs of this unit unconformably 
overlie Upper Triassic slate north of Alameda Canyon.
Scattered plutons of Late Cretaceous and/or Tertiary age are 
exposed in the Stillwater Range. These plutons include the studied 
Mud Springs stock. Brief sampling of the other Tertiary (?) plutons 
indicate that they consist of several successive intrusions. A 
potassium-argon date on biotite from a sample from I.X.L. Canyon 
(Mud Springs stock) indicates an age of 28 m.y. (Speed and Armstrong, 
1971, p. 4).
Capping much of the Stillwater Range is a sequence of post- 
granitic Miocene (?) volcanic rocks including tuffs, breccias, and
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flows which vary in composition from latites through dacites to 
rhyolites. Intensive local alteration is common, although silicic 
members retain fresh biotite and glass. Dissections expose only 
1,800 feet; however, total thickness may be on the order of 3,000- 
4,000 feet. In other parts of the area, rocks belonging to this 
unit are included within Page's undifferentiated pre-Lahontan 
sediments and volcanic rocks.
Pliocene sediments and tuffs cover a relatively minor part of 
the Stillwater, being prevalent only in the southern part of the 
range. There, up to 1,500 feet of the sediments are exposed in 
dissected pediment slopes and low hills. Of lacustrine and fluvid 
origin, locally including ash beds, this unit is probably equivalent 
to the Truckee Formation farther to the west. In places overlying 
the Pliocene sediments and other earlier units along the length 
of the Stillwater Range are flows of olivine basalt and basaltic 
andesite. Individual flows vary in thickness from 20 to 100 feet, 
though locally aggregated thicknesses of 1,600 feet have been noted. 
Late Cenozoic Lake Sediments In the late Cenozoic valleys of 
the Basin-Range province, great thicknesses of essentially 
unconsolidated lake sediments are present. These sediments range in 
age from Plio-Pleistocene to Holocene and include alluvial fan 
detritus, stream channel deposits, and lacustrine sediments. The 
latter were deposited in lakes and consist for the most part of silt 
and clay, although shoreline deposits of gravel and sand exist 
locally. It is quite possible that the sedimentary section is 
punctuated with interbedded Plio-Pleistocene or younger volcanic
rocks; evidence for this has been found near I.X.L. Canyon by seismic
refraction techniques (Smith, 1965, p. 13) and near Mud Springs 
by field mapping (this project).
Major Faulting of the Stillwater Range 
Thrust Faults An apparent structural base of the Triassic slate 
is exposed in Cox Canyon in the central part of the Stillwater 
Range. There, a shale member of the slate discordantly rests on 
quartzite, a distinct zone of brecciated shale marking the contact. 
South of Cox Canyon, the quartzite overrides Jurassic (?) meta- 
volcanic rocks which in turn are thrust upon an undated limestone. 
Apparently, these several units form a superposed section of an 
imbricate thrust zone. Page (1965) suggests this zone may underlie 
all slates of the Stillwater Range.
North of Dixie Meadows, another thrust fault structurally 
higher than the Cox Canyon zone is evident. This zone is well- 
exposed in Cottonwood Canyon near Boyer Ranch where quartzite of 
unknown age and gabbroic rocks have overriden Upper Triassic slate. 
That shallow intrusion of the molten gabbroic complex has propelled 
the thrust sheet has been suggested by Speed and Page (1964) . The 
gabbroic rocks of the upper plate extend across the entire north 
end of the region covering an area of about 500 square miles.
Dating of the gabbroic rocks as Late Jurassic implies a similar age 
for the thrusting.
Cenozoic Faulting Typifying late Basin-Range structure, the 
Stillwater Range is essentially an uplifted horst of narrow, 
elongate N-S blocks separated by- Cenozoic normal faults.
Deformation of the Plio-Pleistocene basalts attests to minor tilting
13
as well as simple displacement.
In some cases, normal faults interior to the range become the 
bordering fault where they extend to the range margins.
THE MUD SPRINGS STOCK 
General Statement
15
The Mud Springs stock, is a zoned intrusive of roughly rectangular 
shape underlying an area of approximately 15 square miles on the 
eastern side of the central Stillwater Range, Nevada (Figure 2, and 
Plate 1) . The stock has intruded the Triassic slate and phyllite 
to the north of I.X.L. Canyon. In the vicinity of I.X.L. Canyon 
recrystallization of the sedimentary rocks has produced andalusite 
porphyroblasts and coarsening of grain size in the marbles. To the 
west (essentially parallel to the crest of the Stillwater Range) 
and the south, the intrusives invade the Tertiary volcanic rocks 
ranging in composition from basaltic andesite to rhyolite. Included 
in these rocks are several mappable tuff units (Page, 1965 and 
Riehle, written communication, April 1974). Emplacement of the 
granitic rocks has produced minor alteration and recrystallization 
of these rocks. The eastern margin of the stock is bounded by the 
recent (1954) Dixie Valley Fault scarp. The aeromagnetic data of 
Smith (1965) suggests the presence of the granitic rocks under the 
alluvial cover, although the data in the vicinity of Mud Springs 
indicate a depth to magnetic basement of 1,500 feet (Smith, 1965,
Plage 4) . Smith (p. 25) has determined the magnetic basement to be 
the Triassic slate unit in this area.
The Mud Springs stock consists of seven mappable intrusive 
units (Plate 1). They are in order of decreasing age: the I.X.L. 
Canyon quartz monzodiorite, the seriate granodiorite, the Mud Springs 
quartz monzonite porphyry, the Mud Springs quartz syenite porphyry, 
two alkali-feldspar granites, and minor granophyric dikes and
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felsite bodxes. Chemical and mineralogical characteristics and 
textural and structural data are presented in Plate 2. Additional 
features of each phase warranting more detailed discussion will be 
covered in the section on that phase.
The above nomenclature for the various intrusive phases is 
derived from the modal plot (Fig. 3) of the chemically analyzed 
specimen from each intrusive phase. Average modal values for each of 
the various units are recorded in Plate 2. As can be seen from Figure 3, 
each intrusive phase plots within a fairly restricted region but may 
extend into a region of a different name. Each phase is designated and 
will be referred to on the basis of the position of the chemically 
analyzed specimen as shown on Figure 3.
Description of Individual Units
The I.X.L. Canyon quartz monzodiorite intrudes and metamorphoses 
Triassic sedimentary rocks to the north of I.X.L. Canyon (Fig. 5) 
and various types of volcanic rocks of Tertiary age near the crest of 
the range and to the south. Page (1965) felt that the intrusive and 
extrusive rocks were probably cogenetic.
The major mineralogical and textural characteristics for this 
unit are presented in Plate 2, although additional discussion on 
the division of this unit into marginal and core zones is needed.
Near the contact with the country rocks the typical hypidiomorphic- 
granular texture of the core zone becomes seriate porphyritic.
The seriate-porphyritic texture is not visible in hand specimen 
although it is moderately well-developed on a microscopic scale.
This texture was observed only along the crest of the Stillwater 













Figure 3. Modal plots of quarts* alkali-feldspar. and plagiocl&se 
(recalculated to 100 #) from the various units of the Mud Springs 
Stock and other Tertiary (?) intrusions from the Stillwater Range 
(after Streckeisen, 1973)* WCC- White Cloud Canyon; CC«- Coyote 
Canyon; LP- La Plata Canyon; AC- Alameda Canyon* Numbered points 
are fre-m chemically analyzed samples, A-I. X, L. Canyon; D  - 
Seriate granodiorite; o-Mud Springs quartz monxonite porphyry; 
©-Mud Springs quartz syenite porphyry; A-Alkali-feldspar granites.
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Figure 4. View north, from the south side of Mud Springs 
Canyon, Showing typical exposures cf the I.X.L. Canyon 
quartz monzodiorite.
Figure 5. View north from the south side of I.X.L. Canyon. 
Light-colored I.X.L. Canyon quarts monzodiorite has 
intruded and metamorphosed dark gray Triassic slates 
and phyllites. Light-colored interbedded marbles can be 
seen above the contact.
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November 1974) felt that the marginal rocks may represent an 
additional intrusive phase, but he could find no evidence to 
support this interpretation. The similarity in mineralogy and 
the lack of any intrusive relations suggest that the marginal 
rocks are a gradational feature of the I.X.L. Canyon quartz 
monzodiorite.
Inclusions Dark quartz dioritic to quartz monzodioritic, 
occasionally zoned, inclusions are scattered irregularly through­
out this unit (Eigs. 6 & 7) . In general, the inclusions are ovoid 
to spherical and measure from one to eight inches in longest 
dimension; rarely they are as much as 12 inches long. The 
inclusions are readily apparent in outcrop since they stand out in 
relief on weathered surfaces.
The types of minerals found in these inclusions are the same 
as the host rocks, but with an increase in mafic mineral content 
(Plate 2) . Plagioclase composition is in the same range as the 
host rocks.
Textures indicating that the inclusions formed in a magmatic 
environment are: oscillatory-normal zoning and synneusis twinning in 
the plagioclases (Vance, 1962 and 1969) . The lack of similarity to 
any of the older igneous rocks in the area and their irregular 
distribution suggest that these inclusions are autoliths (Pabst, 
1928) and are no xenoliths.
True xenoliths are rare and were observed in only one area near 
the head of Job Canyon, where they appear very similar to the 
porphyritic basaltic andesite mapped by Page (1965). Contact zones 
observed are remarkable in their absence of included older rocks.
2 0
Figure 6. Zoned quartz diorite inclusion from 
station 7^SWN66.
Figure ?, Stained slab of I.X.L. Canyon quartz 
raonzodiorite (sample 73SWN51)* Note rounded 
dark inclusion. Scale in mm. Yellow-potassium 
feldspar; red-plagioclase; black-mafic minerals; 
unstained -quart z .
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Alteration Two types of alteration occur within the I.x.L. Canyon 
unit: mild deuteric alteration and hydrothermal alteration.
Deuteric alteration has chloritized some biotite and developed 
epidote, sericite and minor calcite alteration products. The 
intensity of deuteric alteration appears to be slightly greater in 
the marginal area. Alteration in the core area is erratic with 
scattered grains of chloritized or partially chloritized biotite 
surrounded by unaltered biotite. Development of sericite and 
epidote in plagioclase grains is similarly sporadic with more altered 
grains and adjoining apparently less altered grains.
An irregular zone of hydrothermally altered I.X.L. Canyon 
rocks occurs just west of and parallel to the recent Dixie Valley 
fault scarp and at other small localities along the north-south 
fault in the central portion of the stock. The mapped altered 
zone is at the maximum 1,000 feet wide and the rock has a distinct­
ively dark-green color. About 12 percent of the rock consists of 
visible, pink potassium-feldspar. The altered rock grades westward 
into normal appearing quartz monzodiorite and the zone was mapped on 
the presence or absence of the distinctive green color in the rock.
The alteration has resulted in the original plagioclase being 
completely altered to albite (An^ ) and epidote and the removal 
of the original mafic minerals (no original grain outlines were 
observed) with replacement by irregular masses of epidote, chlorite 
and calcite (Fig. 8). This type of mineral alteration is typical of 
the prophylite subzone of the argillic facies (Burnham, 1962, 
p. 771).
This zone seems to be the result of hydrothermal activity and
not a late deuteric phenomenon, since the alteration zone is not 
restricted to the I.X.L. Canyon quartz monzodiorite but also 
alters the younger Mud Springs quartz syenite (Plate 1) .
Movement along the two faults where this alteration occurs has 
produced minor crushing of mineral grains and deformation of plagio- 
clase twins (Fig. 8).
Pdragsnesis The crystallization sequence (Fig. 9) for minerals in the 
I.X.L. Canyon quartz monzodiorite has been deduced from textural 
relations, especially the relation of inclusions to host minerals 
and the presence of overgrowths or alteration rims. The mutual 
relations of the mafic minerals indicate that clinopyroxene began 
crystallizing first, and was followed by hornblende and biotite. It 
is possible that the crystallization of plagioclase and clinopyroxene 
was simultaneous, although no textures support this idea. Hornblende 
but no clinopyroxene crystals were noted as inclusions in the calcic 
cores of plagioclase. Therefore hornblende probably started 
crystallizing just before plagioclase and was succeeded by biotite, 
as indicated by the rimming of hornblende by biotite. Potassium- 
feldspar was one of the later minerals to crystallize, as indicated 
by its subhedral shape although the presence of inclusions of plagio­
clase and biotite indicate that it grew unhindered for a short 
duration. The interstitial relation of quartz (Fig. 10) suggests 
that it was last to crystallize.
During the deuteric stage magnetite, epidote, chlorite and 
sericite crystallized as alteration products of other minerals.
Notable differences in this paragenetic sequence were observed 
in samples from the marginal areas of this unit. One sample had a
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Figure 8. Photomicrograph of altered quarts mcnzo- 
diorite (sample 73SWN7A.), ab-albite; ep-epidcte; 
chl-chlorits. Note deformed albite twins. Field of 














Main Stage Deuterie Stage
Figure 9. Generalised paragenotic sequence of minerals in 
the cors zone of the I.X.L. Canyon quarts monzodiorite. 
The length of the line does not designate the duration of 
crystallization or the quantity of material crystallized, 
only the relative time of crystallization.
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Figure 10, Photomicrograph of I.X.L. Canyon quarts 
monsodiorite (sample 73SWN51) showing interstitial 
■ quartz; p'l-plagioclass; qz-quartz, Field of view 
3.38mr»; crossed nicols.
groundless with an allotriomorphic texture and was composed of 
anhedral quartz, potassium feldspar and minor plagioclase, which 
are fine grained and probably crystallized simultaneously in response 
to a temperature and/or pressure quench. In another sample, the 
quartz is interstitial and late in the crystallization sequence 
but potassium-feldspar is subhedral and forms fine to coarse 
grains. The coarse grains contain plagioclases in their outer margins, 
suggesting an earlier beginning for potassium-feldspar crystallization 
in this sample.
Ac?e Speed and Armstrong (1971, p. 4) have reported a K/Ar age date 
of 28 m.y. on a biotite from a sample of the I.X.L. Canyon unit.
This sample was collected from near station 73SWN51. This age places 
the older portion of the Mud Springs as Upper Oligocene.
Seriate Granodiorite The I.X.L. Canyon unit has been intruded by a 
somewhat elongate, "tulip"-shaped body of granodiorite that crops out 
in the southwestern portion of the stock. It comprises approximately 
five square miles of the stock.
The outcrops of this unit are good with the best exposures 
found in the large tulip-shaped area, where weathering along well- 
developed joint sets has resulted in boulder-like outcrops. In 
fresh exposures of this unit, the minerals blend to give the rock a 
distinctive dark-gray color. This distinctive color is the best aid 
to use for distinguishing exposures of this unit from the older I.X.L. 
Canyon unit, which is a light-gray color. No potassium-feldspar 
can be seen in hand specimens but easily shows up on stained slabs 
(Fig. 11).
The contact between the seriate granodiorite unit and the I.X.L.
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Canyon unit is nowhere well exposed. At one locality (near station 
73SWN24) mafic minerals are concentrated into irregular schlieren 
(Fig. 12) in the granodiorite where it is in contact with the 
I.X.L. Canyon unit. Mapping of the contact between these two units 
was based on the distinctive color difference and could be determined 
within + 20 feet.
Mild deuteric alteration has chloritized some biotite and 
developed epidote, sericite, magnetite and sphene. The intensity of 
deuteric alteration is fairly uniform throughout this unit.
Alteration which has produced economic concentration of minerals 
was observed at two localities (73SWN25 and 34), where probably late- 
stage mineral-rich fluids have locally produced veins containing 
chalcopyrite, galena, hematite and sphalerite (?) in a quartz-chlorite 
gangue. At station 73SWN25 the concentration of ore minerals was 
sufficient to support development of a small mining operation. This 
type of alteration is restricted to this unit and was not observed 
in any of the other units of the stock.
The alteration has resulted in the complete disappearance of the 
original minerals with the addition of sulfide minerals, specular 
hematite, chlorite, adularia (Fig. 13), calcite and quartz. The 
probable sequence in the development of this assemblage is as follows: 
(1) alteration of original rock with addition and development of 
sulfide ore minerals, specular hematite, chlorite, adularia and 
calcite; (2) minor shearing with development of fractures; and (3) 
addition of quartz (Fig. 14). Further discussions of the minerali­
zation will be covered in the section on mineralization.
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Uigurs 11, Stained slab of the seriate granodiorit© unit 
(sample 73SWN5^). Scale in mm. Yellow-potassium feld­
spar; red-plagioclase; black-mafic minerals; unstained- 
quartz.
Figure 12. Contact between the I.X.L. Canyon quarts monzo- 
diorito (qrad) aiad the sariate granodiorite (gd) exposed 
in drainage bottom near station 73SWN2''*, Note schlieren 
in granodiorite near contact.
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Figure 13* Adularia (?) crystals (ad) in mineralized 
seriate granodiorite (sample 73SWN3A)„ Field of 
view *35 mm; crossed nicois*
Figure 14* Open space filling of fracture by quarts in 
mineralized seriate granodiorite (sample 73SWK3^). 
Field of view 3*38 mm; crossed nicols^
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-ragenesis The crYstallization sequence (Fig. 15) for minerals in 
the seriate granodiorite unit has been determined from textural 
relatxons. Hornblende may have been the earliest mafic mineral to 
crystallize and probably ceased before plagioclase started, although 
no hornblende was observed as inclusions in plagioclase. Small grains 
of biotite, on the other hand, occur as inclusions in the outer margin 
of some plagioclase grains and as alteration of hornblende. Potassium- 
feldspar was one of the later minerals to crystallize along with quartz, 
although the potassium-feldspar preceded the quartz as indicated by 
subhedral grain outline of some of the crystals.
Modal Data The average of six modes of this unit are presented in 
Plate 2 and the quartz and feldspar values for the individual 
specimens are plotted on Figure 3. Significant modal differences of 
this unit from the I.X.L. Canyon unit are the more abundant quartz and 
potassium-feldspar and somewhat less mafic minerals in the former.
Age No radiometric dates have been determined for the seriate grano­
diorite unit, but on the basis of the intrusive relation shown in 
Figure 12, this unit is younger than the I.X.L. Canyon unit.
Mud Springs Quartz Monzonite Porphyry Emplaced along the contact 
between the seriate granodiorite and the I.X.L. Canyon rocks, in Mud 
Springs Canyon, is a large dike of quartz monzonite porphyry, which 
will hereafter be referred to as the Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
porphyry.
The exposures of the unit in Mud Springs are excellent and the 















Main Stage Deuteric Stage
Figure 1 5. Generalised para genetic sequence of minerals in 
the seriate granodiorite unit. The length of the lino does 
not designate the duration of crystallizationor the quantity 
of material crystallised, only the relative time of crystal­
lization.
are easily visible and setplagioclase and pink potassium-feldspar 
in a greenish-gray groundmass. Rare ovoid grains of potassium- 
feldspar are mantled (Fig. i6) by white plagioclase (rapakivi 
texture).
As you approach the contacts with the older rocks the plagioclase 
crystals become progressively, but only weakly aligned (Fig. 17).
Nearer the contacts (usually from 1.5 feet-3 feet) the rock becomes 
pinkish in color. A well-developed chilled contact occurs.
Microscopic deformational textures which developed prior to the 
formation of the intricate granophyric intergrowths (Fig. 18) in the 
groundmass are occasionally observed. Some plagioclase phenocrysts 
show minor microscopic shear fractures which obviously developed upon 
impact of the phenocrysts with each other, and occasional biotite 
phenocrysts show kink banding (Fig. 19). These deformational features 
are clearly the result of movement of the magma prior to crystallization 
of the delicate granophyric groundmass which shows no deformation. 
Alteration Deuteric alteration in this unit is very mild. Chlorite, 
epidote, magnetite and minor sericite are the alteration products. 
Paragensis The crystallization sequence (Fig. 20) for minerals in 
the Mud Springs quartz monzonite porphyry has been determined from 
textural relations in thin section, especially the relation of 
inclusions to host minerals and by observing development of minerals 
from various portions of the well-developed chill facies.
Two samples from the chilled zone were selected for crystallization 
studies; one from as close to the contact as possible, and one 
intermediate between the contact and the more normal-appearing porphyry. 
The first crystals to start growing in the chilled contact were
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Figure 1.6, Photomicrograph of rapakivi texture in the Mud 
Springs quarts inonsonite porphyry (sample 73SWN32); or- 
orthoclase; pl—plagioclase mantle, Plagioelase mantle 
contains patchy zones of quanta. Field of view 3.38mm, 
Crossed nicols.
u
Figure 17. Stained slab of Mud Springs quartz reon- 
p.ciiioe porphyry v sample 735WMdf-9) * yellow-potassium 
feldspar; red-plagioclase; black-mafic minerals; 
unstained-quarts. Note alignment of plagioclase 
phenocrysts. Scale in mm.
Figure 18. Photomicrograph of the granophyric ground- 
mass (gr) in the Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
(sample 73SWNh9). Field of view .89 mm; crossed 
nicols.
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Figure 3.9. Photomicrograph of kink banding in 
biotito from the Mud Springs quarts mcnsonite 
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Figure 20. Generalised paragenetic sequence of minerals 
in the Mud Springs quarts monzonito parohyry. The 
length of the line does not designate the duration 
of crystallization ox’ the quantity of material 
crystallized, only the relative time of crystallization.
potassium-feldspar. None ofphenocrysts of plagioclase, quartz and 
these phenocrysts were in contact. in the groundless magnetite, 
alienate and apatite occur in a microcrystalline matrix. The first 
mafic mineral to develop was biotite but the crystals have been mostly 
replaced by chlorite and epidote. Magnetite appears to have started 
crystallization after apatite, sphene and allanite since these minerals 
occur as inclusions in the magnetite.
Examination of a sample from an intermediate zone of the chilled 
area shows the first appearance of hornblende. Magnetite, potassium- 
feldspar and plagioclase phenocrysts are continuing to crystallize and 
increase m  abundance (Fig. 21). Quartz phenocrysts, on the other 
hand, are decreasing in abundance and showing resorbed outlines.
Examination of the completely crystallized rocks shows that 
biotite had ceased crystallizing, whereas hornblende potassium-feldspar 
and plagioclase were still crystallizing. Quartz phenocrysts are still 
decreasing in abundance and are probably going into solution (due to a 
pressure quench as the dike was emplaced) . At the very last stage of 
crystallization there must have been very rapid cooling, resulting in 
the granophyric intergrowths of quartz and potassium-feldspar from the 
residual liquid.
The development of the rapakivi texture by a magmatic process is 
discussed from a theoretical and petrographical interpretation by 
Stewart (1956, p. 309). In his theory, rapakivi texture is developed 
under a disequilibrium crystallization environment in which physical 
and chemical changes in the magma would result in the liquid being 
in disequilibrium with the feldspars crystallizing, and as a result
the liquid would have to precipitate sodic plagioclase to regain
36
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Petrographic evidence from the Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
porphyry which supports the magmatic development of rapakivi texture 
are as follows: (1) the mantling plagioclase has normal zoning;
(2) phenocrysts of potassium-feldspar show resorption outlines;
(3) some potassium-feldspar phenocrysts are mantled and others are not. 
This is compatible with the idea of random selection of phenocrysts as 
sites of plagioclase nucleation; (4) composition of plagioclase pheno­
crysts, mantles and groundmass crystals are nearly the same, with the 
mantling plagioclase being slightly more sodic.
Since this unit is dike-like in form, it is envisioned that 
rupture of the confining walls resulted in devolatilization of the 
magma. The liquid would be stable in a phase-field where plagioclase 
is the only stable feldspar, and resorption and mantling of the 
potassium-feldspar could occur (Stewart, 1956, p. 317) .
Modal Data The modes of specimens of the Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
porphyry are presented in Figure 21 and Plate 2. It is interesting to 
note the gradual increase in the abundance of phenocrysts of plagioclase, 
potassium-feldspar and mafic minerals from chilled contact to the 
interior of the dike. This reflects the increasing amount of time the 
various parts of the dike had to crystallize. The decrease in the 
percentage of quartz phenocrysts reflects the solution of quartz, with 
loss of pressure. Quartz then crystallized later with potassium-
feldspar as granophyric intergrowths in the groundmass.
Contacts The Mud Springs quartz monzonite porphyry has clear evidence
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of its intrusive nature into the I.X.L. Canyon and the seriate grano- 
diorite units. The dike-like body appears to have followed a structurally 
weakened zone that developed at the contact of the I.X.L. Canyon and 
seriate granodiorite units. Numerous, steeply southward-dipping, 
northeast-trending, shears are found on the north side of the contact and 
within the I.X.L. Canyon unit. These shears are not seen to the south of 
the dike in the seriate granodiorite unit. This may indicate that the
shears developed as a result of emplacement of the seriate granodiorite 
and not the porphyry.
Mud Springs Quartz Syenite Porphyry An irregularly shaped body of quartz 
syenite porphyry occupying approximately .2 square miles in area is 
located near the mouth of Mud Springs Canyon and to the south for about a 
half-mile. This unit is named the Mud Springs quartz syenite porphyry.
This unit has intruded the Mud Springs quartz monzonite porphyry 
and the contact is well-exposed about 1,000 feet to the west from the 
mouth of Mud Springs Canyon. It also intrudes the I.X.L. Canyon and 
seriate granodiorite units in the Mud Springs area.
Exposures of this unit are good, with the best outcrops found in 
Mud Springs Canyon. The rock has a distinctive brownish- to brownish- 
gray color, with about 30 percent white feldspar phenocrysts visible in 
hand specimen. Examination of a stained surface (Fig. 22) shows that the 
majority of feldspar phenocrysts are potassium-feldspar displaying 
patches and zones of plagioclase. Some plagioclase zones appear 
concentrically arranged and others appear as extreme replacement-type 
perthite (Deer, Howie and Zussman, 1963, p. 68).
Most plagioclase phenocrysts show extreme replacement and mantling 
by potassium-feldspar (Figs. 23 and 24) . It is felt that some of the
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Figure s.Z * Stained slab of the Hud Springs smarts 
syenite porphyry (sample 73SWN52) / Seale in jam- 
*ellow-potassium feldspar; red-plagioclase; black- 
mafic minerals; unstained-quartz.
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Figure 23* Photomicrograph of the Mud Springs quartz 
syenite porphyry showing potassium feldspar replace­
ment of & plagioclase phanocryst (sample 73SWN52); 
pl-plagioclase; k-potassium feldspar replacing 
plagioclase. Field of view 3*38 ram; crossed nicols.
Figure 24. Photomicrograph of the Mud Springs quartz 
syenite porphyry showing antirapakivi texture (sample 
73SWN52); pl-plagioclase; k-mantling potassium 
feldspar. Field of view .89 mm; crossed nicols.
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concentrically arranged plagioclase patches in the apparent potassium- 
feldspar phenocrysts seen on the stained slab are the result of 
potassium-feldspar selectively replacing portions of the plagioclase 
phenocrysts. All the plagioclase zones in these phenocrysts are in 
optical continuity. Occasionally, phenocrysts of plagioclase show 
no replacement features at all.
All the potassium-feldspars show moderate amounts of exsolved 
plagioclase occurring, primarily, as stringlets and rods. Patchy zones 
of unoriented plagioclase is found in some potassium-feldspar pheno­
crysts and clearly cross-cuts the exsolution plagioclase. Ailing 
(1938, p. 160) has termed this type of occurrence as replacement 
antiperthites.
Hornblende grains are quite irregular in shape, having a spongy 
or scalloped appearance. A minor occurrence of clear amphibole 
mantled by green hornblende was observed in one thin section (Fig. 25) 
and some hornblende grains have iron oxide replacement of their 
cores (Fig. 26).
Alteration Two types of alteration occur within this unit; mild 
deuteric alteration and hydrothermal alteration of the propylitic 
type.
The deuteric alteration effects are mild in this unit with sphene 
being altered to magnetite, hornblende being altered to chlorite, 
epidote and minor magnetite, and biotite being altered to chlorite. 
Plagioclase shows very minor sericite alteration.
The southern extension of the altered zone described in the 
discussion of the I.X.L. Canyon unit is found along the eastern
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Figure 25. PHotomicrograph of the Hud Springs quartz 
syenite showing clear amphibole (ca) rimmed by 
green hornblende (h). also shown are brown fciotite 
(b)» magnetite (m), and apatite (a)., Field of view 
.89 mm. Sample 73SWN52; plain light.
Figure 26. Photomicrograph of the Hud Springs quarts 
syenite showing iron oxide (Fe) core in green 
hornblende grain (h). Field of view 3*38 nun. Sample 
73SWN52; plain light.
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margin of the Mud Springs quartz syenite unit.
The alteration does not appear as intense as in the I.X.L.
Canyon unit, with chlorite being the most abundant alteration product.
The chlorite has completely replaced the original biotite and hornblende 
grains. The feldspar phenocrysts are fractured and the fractures 
contain recrystallizing quartz and feldspar with minor chlorite. 
P.aragenesis The crystallization sequence for minerals in the Mud Springs 
quartz syenite porphyry is shown in Figure 27. Allanite, apatite, zircon 
and magnetite were the early minerals to crystallize. Hornblende began 
crystallizing early, but it is not found as inclusions in any of the 
feldspar phenocrysts, probably due to the intensive potassium replacement. 
Plagioclase and potassium-feldspar phenocrysts probably began crystal­
lizing about the time the hornblende ceased crystallization. Biotite 
occurs as inclusions in the outer margins of feldspar phenocrysts 
ir^icsting its crystallization began at a time when the feldspars were, 
for the most part, crystallized.
The abundant patchy potassium-feldspar replacement of plagioclase 
phenocrysts probably resulted from a mechanism similar to that proposed 
for patchy zoning in plagioclases (Vance, 1965) at a time when the 
rock was still partially liquid (Boone, 1962, p. 1470). The potassium- 
feldspar was initially exsolved from plagioclase; the exsolved material 
then provided centers for replacement during subsequent potassium 
enrichment of the rock (chemical data will be presented later which 
tends to support this theory.) . This hypothesis explains at least two 
features of the antiperthitic textures in general. First, the initial 
exsolution accounts for the rectangular outline of the replacing 
















Main Stage Deuteric Stage
F i  generalized paragenetic sequence of minerals in the
md Springs quartz syenite porphyry. The length of the line 
does not designate the duration of crystallization or the 
quantity of material crystallized, only the relative time of 
crystallization.
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why many replacement antiperthites contain far more included 
potassium-feldspar than theoretically could have been dissolved in 
the original plagioclase (Sen, 1959, p. 493).
The last mineral to crystallize was quartz, which is found as 
interstitial grains in the groundmass and as fillings in some replaced 
phenocrysts.
Alka!!-feldspar Granites Approximately one half-mile south of Mud 
Springs is a large, composite, southwest-trending dike composed of two 
texturally different granites. The apparently older unit is a coarse­
grained, equigranular alkali-feldspar granite (Fig. 28) which has been 
intruded by a very fine- to coarse-grained alkali-feldspar granite 
porphyry (Fig. 29) .
This large composite dike is approximately one-quarter mile wide 
at its widest point and is about 3-1/2 miles long. The contacts of the 
composite dike are well exposed (Fig. 30) and nearly vertical. The 
dike has been offset by two normal faults. Movement along the faults 
has resulted in the exposure of only the porphyritic unit in the 
western portion of the dike. About one-quarter mile southwest of 
station 73SWN50, the contact between the porphyritic unit and the 
granitic unit is well exposed. Small dikes of the porphyry intrude the 
granitic unit. The margins of the small dikes are very fine-grained 
and become non-porphyritic.
Along the eastern base of the Stillwater Range the equigranular 
alkali-feldspar granite continues in outcrop to the southern limit 
of the map area. Plutonic rocks belonging to the Mud Springs stock 
continue to the south for four miles, to Coyote Canyon, where they 
are truncated by a fault. This unmapped southern continuation of
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Figure 20. Stained slab of coarse-grained alkali- 
feldspar granite (sample 73SWH50). Yellow- 
potassium feldspar; black-iron oxide; unstained- 
quartz. Scale in mm.
Figure 29. Stained slab of the alkali-feldspar
granite porphyry (sample 73SWN58), Yellow-potassium 
feldspar; white-albite phenocrysts; black-iron 
oxides; unstained-quartz. Scale in  mm.
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Figure 30. Contact between the seriate granodiorite 
vgd) and the alkali~feldGoar granite (g1 at 
station 73SV,!N50J
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the granites probably also contains more intrusive phases since samples 
collected at Coyote Canyon do not resemble any of the rocks observed 
in this project (see modal plots, Fig. 3).
The alkali-feldspar granite and granite porphyry are distinctively 
pink in color and are cliff-forming (Fig. 31). The pink color is due 
to abundant light pink orthoclase. No recognizable mafic minerals can 
be seen in hand specimen. In addition, the granitic unit contains 
approximately one percent miarolitic cavities with euhedral, iron- 
stained quartz crystals penetrating into the openings, and local areas 
(usually less than 3 square feet) of very fine— to coarse-grained 
pegmatitic zones containing granophyric intergrowths (Fig. 32) of quartz 
and orthoclase. The pegmatitic zones were only observed along the 
northern contact of the alkali—feldspar granite with the younger quartz 
syenite porphyry. Additionally, intrusion of this unit has resulted in 
minor recrystallization in the seriate granodiorite unit (Fig. 33).
The porphyritic unit contains abundant phenocrysts of orthoclase, 
quartz and albite. Albite cannot readily be distinguished in hand 
specimen but is easily seen on stained surfaces where the albite remains 
unstained (Fig. 29). The microcrystalline groundmass is usually light 
pink in color but occasionally it has a more grayish-pink color. Dark 
minerals can be seen in hand specimen but microscopically appear to be 
magnetite and/or hematite.
Paragenesis The paragenetic sequence for minerals in the two units of 
the alkali-feldspar granites is presented in Figure 34.
In the coarse-grained, equigranular variety there appears to have 
been two periods of quartz crystallization. The early quartz shows some 
crystal faces, has in part resorbed margins and occurs as inclusions in
4 9
Figure 31. View southwest from above station 73SWH6? showing 
a portion of a 200 foot high cliff of alkali-feldspar ' 
granite.
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Figure 32. Photomicrograph showing granophyric 
intergrowths of quartz and orthoclase in the 
alkali-feldspar granite (sample 733wN2). Note 
fine stringlets of exsolvsd albite in orthoclase, 
Field of view 3.38 mm; crossed nicols.
Figure 33® Photomicrograph showing zone of minor 
recrystallization of hornblende in seriate 
granodiorite (sample 73SWN50A). Field of view 


























Figure 34. Generalized paragenetic sequence of minerals in the 
alkali-feldspar granites. Tha length of the line does not 
designate the duration of crystallization or the quantity of 
material crystallized, only the relative time of crystallization,
A, Nonporhyritic alkali-feldspar granite
B, Porphyritic alkali-feldspar granite
«
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orthoclase. The late quartz is represented by the worm-like grains 
occurring as granophyric intergrowths in orthoclase. Albite was late 
m  the crystallization sequence due to its occurrence as exsolution 
stringers in orthoclase.
The presence of albite and orthoclase phenocrysts in the alkali- 
feldspar granite porphyry indicates a condition of higher water 
pressure during crystallization in which the liquidus or surface of 
initial crystallization was strongly depressed and the solidus inter­
sected the alkali-feldspar solvus, resulting in crystallization of two 
feldspars (a plagioclase and a potassium feldspar) directly from the 
melt (Bowen and Tuttle, 1950, p. 497).
Biotite(?) was probably the earliest mineral to crystallize.
Quartz, again, appears to have had two periods of crystallization, an 
early stage in which quartz crystallized as phenocrysts and a late 
stage in which quartz crystallized as interstitial grains in the 
groundmass. Albite was found as inclusions in orthoclase, suggesting 
that it started crystallizing somewhat earlier than orthoclase.
Minor Rocks of the Stock Miscellaneous igneous rocks occurring in and 
near the Mud Springs stock include a hornblende andesitic dike, minor 
aplite and granophyric dikes, irregular felsite bodies, minor quartz 
veins and some Quaternary tuffs located in the alluvial fan deposits near 
Mud Springs and to the south (see Plate 1) .
Hornblende Andesite Dike Greenish-gray, hornblende andesite dikes were 
found locally within the Mud Springs stock. These dikes are typically 
one foot thick with thickest one observed being six feet thick. Most 
of the dikes are irregular in trend but the general strike is a few 
degrees off due north. The dikes were found only intruding the I.X.L.
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Canyon quartz Mouzodiorite unit and in Mud Springs Canyon one of these 
dikes has been truncated by the Mud Springs quartz .onzonite porphyry.
The dike was not observed on the other side of the porphyry unit, thus
establishing its age as younger than the I.X.L. Canyon unit, but older 
than the seriate granodiorite unit.
These dikes have conspicuous phenocrysts of dark hornblende (Fig. 35) 
up to seven mm long. Commonly the hornblende phenocrysts are in 
glomeroporphyritic clusters. Rarely, phenocrysts of plagioclase can 
be seen up to four mm. The groundless is made up of felted plagioclase 
laths, showing weak alignment and averaging 0.4 mm long, and hornblende 
laths averaging 0.2 mm. Minor opaques and moderate amounts of 
alteration products (chiefly chlorite, epidote and calcite) are also 
observed. Xenocrystic grains of cordierite(?) were seen in only one 
specimen and are not common in these dike rocks.
The xenocrystic cordierite(?) is anhedral and has the following 
optical properties: 2Vx=40-50, low Bf., relief less than plagioclase, 
and lamellar twinning. The cordierite(?) is probably due to contamination 
of the magma as it intruded through the Triassic slate/phyllite formation. 
Aplite and Granophyric Dikes Aplite dikes are noticeably uncommon in
the Mud Springs stock. A few are seen in proximity to the large composite 
alkali-feldspar granite dike in the Mud Springs Canyon area. It is felt 
that the aplite dikes are related to the emplacement of the alkali- 
feldspar granites. All contacts with the intruded rock are sharp.
Anhedral quartz and orthoclase are the predominate minerals com­
prising approximately 90 percent of the rock. Plagioclase, biotite 
and accessory minerals make up the rest of the rock.

Two granophyric dike rocks were mapped and are also related to 
emplacement of the alkali-feldspar granites. The larger one is about 
25 feet thick and 1-1/2 miles long. The dike trends northwesterly and 
dips steeply to the south. The smaller granophyric dike at locality 
74SWN68 has intruded the Tertiary welded tuffs.
The granophyric dikes are dark brown to grayish-pink in color and 
contain conspicuous spherical granophyric intergrowths (Fig. 36).
These granophyric intergrowths comprise approximately 50 percent of the 
dike. Along the margins of the dikes evidence of flow is apparent from 
the streaking-out of the granophyric intergrowths subparallel to the 
contacts. No deformation of the granophyric intergrowths from the 
interior portion of the dikes was observed.
The exposures of these dikes are good. The larger dike was not 
seen in contact with the alkali-feldspar granite and the smaller grano­
phyric dike is in contact with the alkali-feldspar granite porphyry 
suggesting that the granophyric dikes may be related to the emplacement 
of the alkali-feldspar granite porphyry.
The granophyric dikes contain spherical, granophyric intergrowths 
that range in diameter from 1.5mm to 4mm and that occasionally contain 
a nucleus of either potassium-feldspar or a concentration of fibrous 
opaque minerals. The groundmass is microcrystalline and grain size 
averages about 0.02mm.
In the outer margin of the dikes these spherical masses appear 
amorphous under the microscope in plain light (Fig. 37A), but when 
observed under crossed-nicols they appear to be composed of an
aggregate or mosaic-like arrangement of "grains" approximately 0.02 mm
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Figure J 6 ,  Stained slab from the large granophyric 
dike (sample 73SWN56). Note yellow-stained, 
spherical granophyric intergrowths. Scale in mm.
Figure 37* A, Photomicrograph of spherical clot (sc) 
in granophyric dike (sample 73SWN31A). Field of 
view 3*38 mm; plain light,
B, Same view as in A (crossed nicols). Note 
the mosaic-like texture in the spherical clot.
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in size (Fig. 37B). Under high power it can be seen that these spherical 
masses, from along the margins of the dike, are composed of extremely 
fine acicular minerals which have no particular orientation. These 
unidentified acicular minerals are commonly found mantling the potassium- 
feldspar nuclei (Fig. 37C). The texture of these spherical masses, from 
the interior portion of these dikes, are different and are composed of 
plumose-like blades of intricate granophyric intergrowths (Fig. 37D) 
which are similar to intergrowth in dikes from the Three Peaks intrusion 
in Utah (Barker, 1970, p. 3341 and his Fig. 4).
Mmeralogically these dikes are simple, containing only potassium- 
feldspar, quartz with minor opaques, allanite and chlorite.
It has been suggested by Noble (1974, oral communication) that the 
granophyric intergrowths are the result of a two-stage process of 
devitrification and granophyric recrystallization of high temperature 
minerals to low temperature ones. The devitrification most likely took 
place while the dike was still mobile, accounting for the stretching of 
the granophyric masses near the margins. However, the inversion took 
place after movement stopped, while the dike was still warm.
Felsite Bodies Two white- to rust-weathering, felsite bodies are 
found within the Mud Springs stock. One smaller body is located a 
half-mile west of the mine and the other larger body is located near 
the head of Job Canyon (Plate 1). The smaller body is about half a 
mile long and 200 feet wide at its widest point. Flow banding is 
apparent and steeply dipping to the west. This unit has a very fine 
microcrystalline texture. Quartz, alkali-feldspar (?) and chlorite are 




Figure 3? (cont,)» C, Photomicrograph of granophyric 
diice snowing cloudy potassium feldspar phenocryst 
(k) mantled by an unknown fiberous mineral. Fi«ld 
of view .39 mm. Sample 73SWM31A; plain light.
D. Photomicrograph of granophyric dike showing 
plumose-like blades of intricate granophyric inter*- 
growths (sample 73SWN56). Field of view 3.38 mm; 
crossed nicols.
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The larger body is about one-third of a square mile in area. 
Exposures of this rock are reddish-brown in color due to weathering, 
well jointed, and show about 5 percent phenocrysts of plagioclase and 
potassium-feldspar (Plate 2). The phenocrysts are intensely altered 
by dusty iron oxide, and sericite. Numerous fractures contain 
additional iron oxides. Quartz is the only identifiable mineral in the 
fine-grained microcrystalline groundmass. The contact of this body 
with the surrounding rocks is not well exposed. On the basis of their 
similar appearance to the granophyric dikes, it is felt that both of 
these bodies are related to the emplacement of the alkali-feldspar 
granite and granite porphyry.
Quartz Veins Quartz veins up to ten cm wide were observed near the 
north end of the north-south-trending fault at locality 73SWN40. The 
veins contain quartz with comb-like structure suggesting the intrusion 
of siliceous liquid into an open fracture.
Quaternary Tuffs Six isolated outcrops of devitrified, densely welded, 
lithic, crystal tuff occur in the alluvial fan in the vicinity of Mud 
Springs and to the south for about one—half mile. These tuffs were 
observed by Page (1974, oral communication) when he mapped the area 
but were not discussed in his 1965 report on the Stillwater Range.
The outcrops of the tuffs consist of five small hills (the largest 
one is about 200 feet in diameter) and a quarter-mile-long strip just 
west of and along the 1954 Dixie Valley fault scarp (Platfe 1) . The 
tuffs are commonly creamy white in color except for the one nearest 
to Mud Springs, where the tuff is reddish-brown-weathering. In all 
occurrences these "outcrops" consist of a rubble pile of the various 
types of tuffs. The most common types of tuffs seen are densely welded
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and devitrified, some with angular lithic fragments. Rarely some 
tuffs show vapor phase alteration of pumice fragments.
Commonly, the tuffs consist of broken crystals of quartz and 
sanadine, and occasional biotite grains in a devitrified groundless. 
Plagioclase is rarely seen; one grain measured had a composition of 
^ 12-
It is felt that these tuffs represent volcanic rocks interbedded 
in the alluvial deposits. Smith (1965, p.  13) mentions that unpublished 
seismic refraction data has indicated evidence for other interbedded 
volcanic rocks near I.X.L. Canyon.
PETROCHEMISTRY
Introduction
Major oxide and trace element data from 12 rocks from the Mud 
Springs stock are presented in Plate 2. The analyzed specimens are 
considered representative of the units sampled. Although they are by 
no means considered to be statistically representative of the stock 
as a whole, they are considered as useful in showing the chemical 
differences among the mapped units and in developing a possible genetic 
model for the Mud Springs intrusive rocks.
In the ideal situation, some method of progressive fractional 
crystallization should provide a model for the development of the various 
rock types. However, it is no longer sufficient to show that a series of 
analyses falls on, or defines, a smooth curve in one or more variation 
diagrams and therefore to claim that crystal fractionation is the 
controlling factor. Currently with the electronprobe and the computer, 
it is necessary to show that the liquid line of descent can be reproduced 
solely by fractionation of the early formed (and analyzed) crystals from 
the supposed parental liquid, and so on for each successive liquid to 
the next derivative down, the whole liquid line (Carmichael and others, 
1974, p. 64).
It is thought that it can be shown by the chemical data that the 
development of the diverse rock types found in the Mud Springs stock 
was not a simple progressive fractionation process.
Major Oxide Variation The variation of major oxides from the analyzed 
rocks of the stock are presented in Figure 38, and are compared with the 
same data from the batholithic rocks of the Sierra Nevada. Additionally,
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chemical data for one of the volcanic units mapped by Page (1965) are
6
line shows trend of the Sierra Nevada granitic rocks (after 
Bateman and others, 196.3)» Sample numbers correspond to those 
in Plate 20
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65presented for comparison (#46). This volcanic rock is a rhyodacite 
(Fig. 3) and is from the youngest of the Tertiary volcanic units 
into which the rocks of the Mud Springs stock intrude (Page, 1965) .
The most striking aspect of the trend of chemical variation of 
e major oxides is that the trends correspond to the sequence of 
emplacement or age, an aspect which is not necessarily true for the 
Sierra Nevada rocks (Bateman and Dodge, 1970, p.  413).
The variation of the oxides presented in Figure 38 shows that as
2 lncreases' A12°3Ca0' MgO, TiC>2 and total iron (FeO+Fe^) all 
decrease with Na.,0 remaining nearly constant. ^O, on the other hand, 
shows a definite increase with increasing Si02 and has a similar trend 
the Sierra Nevada rocks, if samples 46 and 52 are neglected.
Triangular variation diagrams (Fig. 39) show that the range in 
composition of rocks from the Mud Springs stock is similar to the trend 
of a calc-alkaline suite which exhibits late potassium enrichment and a 
steadily decreasing iron content (Kuno, 1969; Miyashiro, 1974).
Two important aspects of the major oxide chemistry which are shown 
by the diagrams in Figure 38 are: (1) the similar composition of the 
alkali-feldspar granites with the groundmass composition of the chill 
facies of the Mud Springs quartz monzonite porphyry; and 2) that a 
simple crystal fractionation model cannot be used to explain the
anomalously high content of the analyzed specimen from the Mud 
Springs quartz syenite porphyry.
Trace Element Variation Trace element compositions are thought to be of 
more use than major oxide compositions in determining the possible 
chemical development of a suite of igneous rocks, since Na2<9, K O,
A12°3 and Si02 contents may be buffered by the simultaneous crystallization
Figure 39. Triangular variation diagram of major oxides (wt. % ) .  
Solid lino connects analyses from the Mud Springs quartz 
monzonite porphyry; samples 48 and 53 are groundmass analyses; 
sample 49 from the whole rock. Dashed curves from Kuno (1969). 
Sample numbers correspond to those on Plate 2.
q tz and alkali-rich feldspar, and GaO contents may be buffered 
by the crystallization of feldspar having bulk atomic Ca/Na+K) ratios
approximately equal to or less than the coexisting melts (Noble and 
others, 1972, p. 1179).
element composition for the analyzed rocks are presented in
Plate 2 and selected trace element variation diagrams are presented in 
Figure 40.
Noble and Hedge (1970) and Noble and others (1972) have suggested 
that the trace elements barium, rubidium and strontium are useful for 
the interpretation of the chemical history of a comagmatic suite of 
rocks and, therefore, it is these elements which will be discussed first. 
Barium The variation in the analyzed rocks shows a general pattern of 
increasing and then decreasing with increasing Si02 content. Sample 
73SWN52, from the Mud Springs quartz syenite porphyry, has the 
highest Ba content of any of the analyzed rocks, a fact that is 
consistent with its high K20 content.
The chemical behavior of barium is simple since it substitutes 
only for IC among the common ions. Although barium behaves according 
to the capture principle and enters early-formed potassium minerals, 
it is not depleted in magmas until late in a differentiation sequence 
and as a result it may show an increase in concentration before 
decreasing in abundance toward the end of differentiation (Taylor, 1965 
and Priest, 1974). For barium enrichment to take place in a
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fractionating magma the separation of early-formed non-potassium— 
bearing minerals would have to take place before appreciable amounts 
of potassium-bearing minerals (biotite and potassium-feldspar
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began to crystallize.
It would be hard to explain completely the distribution of 
barium shown in Figure 40 by fractionation modal, especially when 
modal mineralogy for the analyzed specimens is taken into account.
The trend in barium values for the specimens of the Mud Springs 
quartz monzonite porphyry suggest that separation of phenocrystic 
biotite and orthoclase could have developed a residual magma with a 
barium content similar to the alkali-feldspar granites (see Noble and 
others, 1972). Additionally, the small, but possibly significant, 
difference in barium content between the porphyritic and equigranular 
units of the alkali-feldspar granites may be due to a similar process 
whereby crystal settling of the orthoclase phenocrysts (in 73SWN58) 
depleted a residual liquid in barium, resulting in the slightly higher 
barium content of the porphyritic unit.
To develop the unusually high barium content of the Mud Springs 
quartz syenite unit from fractionation of any of the analyzed units 
appears impossible, and it is suspected that its high barium content 
is the result of late potassium enrichment.
Rubidium The distribution of rubidium is controlled primarily by the 
fact that the Rb+ ion is small enough to be admitted into K+ sites in 
potassium-bearing minerals; primarily the micas and potassium- 
feldspars. Faure and Powell (1972, p. 3) report that the K/Rb ratio 
decreases during differentiation of magmas because igneous processes 
generally concentrate rubidium in the residual magma to a greater 
extent than potassium. Thus, fractional crystallization provides an 
efficient method for raiding the Rb content and lowering the K/Rb
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Figure 40, Variation of selected trace elements against 
silica content* Line connects analyses from the Mud 
Springs quartz monzonite. Samples 48 and 53 are 
groundmass analyses; sample 49 from the whole rock.
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rocks (Noble and Hedge, 1970, p.  238).
Figure 40 shows the Kb variation with increasing Si02 and 
Figure 41 shows the K/Rb relation for the analyzed specimens. It is 
PP nt from Fig. 40 that simple fractionation of the older units to 
grve rise to the younger units could not have taken place, except for 
the possibility that fractionation in the Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
porphyry could account for the Rb content of the alkali-feldspar granites. 
The higher contents of Rb m  the chilled samples (48 and 53) than in the 
whole rock (sample 49) reflects the difficulty in removing the biotite 
Phenocrysts from the chilled rocks and the fact that Rb is concentrated 
to greater extent in biotite than in potassium-feldspar.
The K/rb ratios (Fig. 41) for rocks from the Mud Springs stock 
are significantly higher than the average K/Rb ratio for igneous 
rocks and there is a suggestion of Rb enrichment for the late-stage 
rocks. The K/Rb relation in igneous rocks can take one of three 
forms (Dodge, Fabbi and Ross, 1970, p. Ill) referred to as:
(1) the m a m  trend, which has a linearity of log K-log RB relations;
(2) the oceanic tholeiitic trend, which is similar to the main trend 
but has high K/Rb ratios at low potassium content; and (3) the 
pegmatitic-hydrothermal trend, which is similar to the main trend, but 
has low K/Rb ratios at high potassium contents.
The rocks of the Mud Springs stock have higher K/Rb ratios than 
the main trend, and for some of the units (the alkali-feldspar granites 
and the Mud Springs quartz syenite porphyry) at high potassium content. 
Introduction of late potassium-feldspar could account for this trend. 
Potassium-feldspar has about twice as high a K/Rb ratio as biotite,
100 
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Figure 41 *. K-Rb relation in rocks from the Mud Springs Stock.
Straight line shows the commonly accepted K/Rb for igneous rocks 
(after Dodge, Fabbi.and Ross, 1970, p,H2)
the other major contributor of potassium and rubidium in felsic 
Plutonic rocks (Dodge, Fabbi and Ross, 1970, Fig. 3). Thus, late 
potassium-feldspar in place of, or possibly replacing, minerals such 
as plagioclase or quartz would enrich the rock in potassium relative 
to rubidium and could account for the cancelling out of the pegmatitic 
hydrothermal rubidium enrichment of late-stage granitic rocks. As 
discussed earlier, the Mud Springs quartz syenite unit shows evidence 
of late potassium replacement, thus possibly explaining its high 
K/Rb ratio (K/Rb=500). The alkali-feldspar granite, on the other 
hand, contains miarolitic cavities indicating the presence of a 
vapor phase during crystallization. This fact should have resulted 
m  lower K/Rb ratios than the average trend. Again, late potassium 
enrichment may have cancelled out the rubidium enrichment considered 
more typical of these kinds of rocks.
Strontium The distribution of strontium in rocks is controlled by the
extent to which Sr2+ can substitute for Ca2+ in Ca-bearing mineral
and the degree to which potassium-feldspar can capture Sr2+ in place 
+
of K ions. The principle carriers of strontium in igneous rocks are 
plagioclase and apatite, in which Sr2 can replace Ca2+ (Faure and 
Powell, 1973). The variation of strontium shown in Figure 40 clearly 
parallels the variation of CaO (Fig. 38). Again, it is significant 
that the Sr content of the groundmass of the chilled facies of the 
Mud Springs quartz monzonite porphyry is similar to the alkali-feldspar 
9ranites. This suggests that the alkali-feldspar granites could be 
derived from a residual liquid from the Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
porphyry.
Vanadium Vanadium easily substitutes for iron in mafic minerals and
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is found to occur in roughly equal amounts in both biotite and horn­
blende (Putman and Alfors, 1969, p. 48). The variation of vanadium
shown m  Figure 40 reflects the mafic mineral content of the various 
units (Plate 2).
Chromium Priest (1974, p. 45) reports that chromium is strongly excluded
from the hornblende lattice, whereas it is readily accepted in the
pyroxene structure. Accordingly, he has shown a slight chromium
enrichment with increasing silica in some hornblende-biotite lavas.
Putnam and Alfors (1969, p. 48), however, indicate that both biotite
and hornblende in granodioritic rocks contain significant amounts of
Cr (/v- 35 ppm in biotite and ~  80 ppm in hornblende) and it is felt
that the trend of chromium variation reflects the biotite and hornblende
contents of the various units 
2+
Lead Pb is intermediate in size between Ca2+ and K+ , and may thus be 
expected to occur in potassium-feldspars and micas, substituting for 
potassium, and in plagioclase, apatite and other minerals containing 
lattice sites for calcium. Pb, therefore, should be concentrated in 
residual melts substituting for K+ and late Ca2+ positions in feldspar 
(Taylor, 1965, p. 185). Lead, in Figure 40, does not appear to have 
any significant variation except for the slight concentration of Pb 
in the groundmass of chilled rocks from the Mud Springs quartz 
monzonite porphyry.
Normative Mineral Variation The normative minerals, calculated from 
the chemical analyses from the various units, are presented in Plate 2.
In addition, the units of the Mud Springs stock are plotted in terms 
of their normative constituents quartz (Qz), orthoclase (Or), 
albite (Ab), and anorthite (An) on Figures 42, A, B, & C. The trends
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Albit e+Anorthite Orthoclas®
Figure ^2. Triangular variation diagrams of normative minerals 
(recalculated to 100$). Point ca is average Cenozoie andesite 
(Chayes, 1969); points an and da are andesite and dacite studied 
by Green and Ringwood (1968); point 1c is assumed parental 
composition for Sierra Nevada granitic rocks from. Presnal and 








Figure U-Z (cont»), Plot of normative quartz, albite and 
orthoclase (recalculated to 100 #), Field boundary curves, 
at various PH?0 from Bowan and Tuttle (1958); see also 
Carmichael and others (1974, p. 230). Isobaric minima (j ) 
and isobaric eutectic (e) are also shown.
of the normative minerals show the general increase in silica and 
alkalis in the younger intrusive units of the Mud Springs stock.
For comparison, the position of average Cenozoic andesite (Chayes, 
1969), andesite and dacite studied by Green and Ringwood (1968) and 
the theoretical composition of the parental magma for the Sierra 
Nevada (Presnal and Bateman, 1973) are shown.
Water content Many experimental determinations of liquid-solid 
equilibria m  silicate systems are made in the presence of a water 
vapor phase so that it can become easy to accept water saturation as 
a common state in nature. Although it is a limiting condition to 
assume that a magma was saturated with water at a particular stage in 
its cooling history, there is really no good evidence to establish 
that m  the general case, it was saturated as it started to crystallize. 
In one intrusion in the Sierra Nevada batholith, Putman and Alfors 
(1965) estimate that the PI^O became equal to P total only after 92 
percent by volume of the magma had crystallized. Furthermore, the 
presence of biotite and amphibole in a granitic rock does not 
necessarily imply that a vapor phase was present at the time of 
crystallization, but only that H^O was available for structural 
incorporation in that particular phase (Luth, 1969, p. 339).
If the liquid is not already saturated with water, its water 
content increases as crystallization proceeds in response to 
falling temperatures, and with the crystallization of anhydrous 
mineral phases. Continuation of the crystallization process, with 
or without reaction between solid phases and silicate melt, can lead 
to saturation of the residual melt with water, and hence to the 
phenomenon of second boiling. Saturation can also be accomplished at
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an earlier stage if the effective confining pressure on the melt is 
reduced by upward migration as the result of fracturing of the 
containing rocks (Jahns and Burnham, 1969, p. 846). Additionally,
Jahns and Burnham (1969, p. 854-855) show how, in a granitic magma 
with an initial water content of 0.2 weight percent, the withdrawal of 
a residual liquid at a point of 50 percent crystallization could 
produce textures indicating water saturation. The presence of 
miarolitic cavities, development of aplites and pegmatites all indicate 
the presence of a vapor phase and that P H2<3 equals P Total (Dodge,
Fabbi and Ross, 1970, p. 112).
Textural features indicative of water saturation were only 
observed in the nonporphyritic alkali-feldspar granite and combined 
with the dike-like nature of the alkali-feldspar granite body suggest 
that the confining pressure was reduced through fracturing of the 
containing rocks, resulting in saturation of the melt. The fine 
grain-size of the groundmass in the porphyritic phase can be attributed 
to the loss of a vapor phase from a saturated melt (Smith, 1974, p. 201).
The mineralogy (i.e., presence of biotite and amphibole) of the 
other units, indicates that water was present for incorporation into 
the hydrous mineral phases, but no textures were observed indicating 
the presence of a separate vapor phase.
Depth of Intrusion A semi-quantitative estimate of the depth of 
intrusion can be made using two lines of evidence; the water pressure 
indication and an estimate based on internal and external features.
Following the experimental demonstration that the Quaternary
isobaric minimum in the system NaAlSi 0 -KAlSi 0 -SiO -H 03 8 3 8 2 2
(Ab-Or-Qz-water) shifts position with changes in water pressure
and Bowen, 1958, p. 75), several investigators have used this 
data to estimate water pressures and depths of formation of natural
gmas (see, for instance, Lipman, 1966; Putnam and Alfors, 1965 and 
1969; and Erikson, 1969).
According to Lipman (1966, p. 810) a water-pressure value can be 
determined in two ways:
1- If both alkali-feldspar and quartz phenocrysts are present 
and can be presumed to have been in equilibrium with a residual 
liquid, now represented by a fine-grained or glassy groundmass, the 
groundmass composition should plot on the isobar indicating the water 
pressure at the time of phenocryst growth.
2. Alternatively, plots of bulk-rock compositions of a rock 
series presumed to be related to a single line of liquid descent can 
be used to establish a differentiation trend. Depending on the initial 
composition of the series, its trend may indicate a water pressure 
either by intersecting the line of isobaric minima or by bending to 
follow an isobaric line toward the minimum. As this approach yields 
a water pressure for the time of differentiation rather than for the 
time of phenocryst crystallization, different water pressures may be 
obtained. Several analyses from a genetically related differentiation 
series are required. Additionally in either procedure for deter­
mining water pressure it must be assumed that the groundmass or 
bulk-rock compositions result from fractionation conditions of 
crystal-liquid equilibrium. If equilibrium was not achieved or if 
fractionation resulted from other mechanisms such as assimilation, 
volatile transfer, liquid immisibility, etc., then the data of 
Tuttle and Bowen (1958) has no relevance (Lippman, 1966, p. 811).
so
Other problems associated with water pressure approach to depth of 
emplacement are: (1) the extent to which the natural rocks approximate 
xn composition the experimental system. At best, the total of normative 
albite, orthoclase and quartz rarely exceeds about 95 percent in rhyolites 
and granites, with the remainder mainly anorthite, sphene, magnetite, 
undum, etc. The effect of anorthite on the position of a plotted 
analysis yields an erroneously low water-pressure value (Lippman, 1966,
P- 813), (2) also, in making correlations between rock compositions and 
the experimental data, water is treated as the only contributor to the 
total vapor pressure, and the effects of other volatile constituents,
undoubtedly present (such as o y  in natural magmas, are not taken into 
account.
Figure 42C contains the normative plots of quartz, albite and 
orthoclase of the analyzed rocks with the position of the quartz-feldspar 
field boundary curves at various water pressures. The plotted values 
show considerable scatter and no trend from oldest to youngest is apparent, 
suggesting that the various units did not result from a simple crystal- 
liquid fractionation process.
One interesting trend is shown by the two analyses of the groundmass 
from the Mud Springs quartz monzonite porphyry as compared with the 
position of the whole rock plot. The trend of the line connecting these 
analyses follows the position of isobaric minima for different water 
pressures. This trend, according to the reasoning of Lippman (1966, 
p. 810) should then show the water pressure at the time of phenocryst 
crystallization and the trend of the line should show a differentiation 
trend. The water-pressure values, indicated by this trend are probably 
not as significant (due to the problems discussed above) as the fact 
that they establish an increase in pressure of the melt as anhydrous
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minerals were crystallising This £aot is also supported by the modal data 
which show an increase in quarts and feldspar phenoorysts corresponding 
to the samples showing a higher water pressure.
Chemically, the alkali-feldspar granites and the granophyric dike 
rock are more ideal for water pressure interpretation from this diagram, 
since their normative quartz, albite and orthoclase comprise 95 percent 
of the total normative mineral composition and additionally the porphyritic 
Phase contains no normative anorthite. Therefore water pressure values for 
the alkali-feldspar granites suggest a depth of intrusion between 3 km
and 7 km.
The second line of evidence is based on Buddington's (1959) classi­
fication of plutons. Buddington has defined three zones of granite 
emplacement within the earth's crust based on internal and external 
features. His shallowest zone (which is most applicable here) is called 
the epizone, and extends from the surface to a depth of about 6 km, but 
may extend as far as 9-1/2 km. Features which characterize granites 
from the epizone and which are found in the Mud Springs stock are:
(1) The Tertiary age, small size and the discordance of the contact
with the country rocks.
(2) The composite composition of diverse rock types.
(3) The lack of foliation and contacts with the country rocks which 
converge downward.
(4) The exclusive occurrence of granophyre.
(5) Evidence of contact metamorphism.
(6) Close genetic association with volcanic rocks.
Additionally, the dike-like nature of both the Mud Springs quartz
monzonite porphyry and the alkali-feldspar granites suggests that they
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occupied fractures in close proximity to the surface.
In conclusion, the chemical data and field observation of internal 
and external features support the fact that the Hud Springs stock was 
intruded at shallow depths, probably no greater than 7 km., with two of 
he units surely indicating very shallow emplacement.
Mineralization Mineralization in the Hud Springs stock is minor and 
consists of two types: late-stage magmatic hydrothermal and contact
mineralization. Chemical analyses and assays from the mineralized areas 
are presented in Table 1.
Contact Mineralization in I.X.L. Canyon (the I.X.L. District) Vanderburg 
(1940, p. 32-33) reported that the district was discovered in 1878, 
organized in 1879, and had a total production of about $20,000. The
district includes two claim groups, the Black Prince Group and the 
Bonanza Group.
I.X.L. Canyon drains the contact zone between the granitic rocks and 
Tnassic slate that contains some interbedded limestone and quartzite.
The prospects are in the metamorphosed sedimentary rocks near the contact 
with the intrusion (Plate 2).
Black Prince Group The Black Prince Group (Vanderburg, 1940) consists 
of four patented claims at the upper end of I.X.L. Canyon near the 
crest of the range. The last production was made about 1908, when a 
small shipment of smelting ore was made. Total production has probably 
not been more than several hundred tons of ore. The property is now 
inactive. Mineralization occurs in an irregular contact metamorphic 
zone, which is traceable on the surface for several hundred yards.
The ore minerals are sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena in a gangue 
of epidote, garnet, quartz and specular hematite. No scheelite was
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detected with ultraviolet liaht- Knf 4-uight, but the analyzed sample (73SWN44) does
contain tungsten (Table 1).
ThS B°nanZa GrouP is the north side of I.X.L. Canyon 
(Fig. 7) approximately 1-1/2 miles from the mouth of the canyon. Activity 
on these claims began in the late 1870's, and since that time they have 
been worked intermittently by various owners and lessees with a production 
of approximately $20,000 in shipping ore (Wilden and Speed, 1968, p. 73). 
The claims are now idle and most prospects have caved in. The ore
carrying native silver, gold and lead occurs in several quartz and calcite 
veins in limestone.
Igte-Stage Magmatic Mineralization A small, inactive copper mine is 
located in the seriate granodiorite unit approximately two miles west 
of Mud Springs. The mine can be reached by a Jeep road which ascends 
a ridge three-quarters of a mile north of Mud Springs (Plate 2). This 
mine has not previously been described in any publications concerning 
mining activity in the Stillwater (for instance, Vanderburg, 1940;
Wilden and Speed, 1968; and Page, 1965).
Mineralization is restricted to a steeply dipping vein one meter 
wide. Minerals observed in the vein are mainly secondary copper 
minerals (malachite and azurite) with minor chalcopyrite and galena in 
a gangue of quartz, chlorite, calcite and hematite.
The workings at the mine consist of a 70-foot vertical shaft with 
a 25-foot southwest-trending drift which follows the vein. Secondary 
copper minerals are still present at this depth.
A similar type of mineralization was found in a prospect approxi­
mately one-half mile southeast of the mine (Station 73SWN34), in a 
northeast-trending vein. The mineralization at this locality is not as
Tabspri1;g? su c k 1 S r  0f ”ln"” Uii,<l th. Mpdpro^Et ? ^ i ; ^  5”0rs rom mine; 73SWN34-sample from
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38 ^  m±ne' With °nly minor secondary copper minerals observed.
Than section studies show the presence of adularia (Figs. 13 & 14) and 
the late introduction of vein quartz.
It is £elt that this mineralisation is the result of late-stage 
mineral-rich solutions being emplaced in a fractured crust of the 
seriate granodiorite unit. This type of mineralisation is only found 




Megascopic structural features which cat be observed in outcrop 
foliation, shears, joints and faults. The foliation can be 
classed as a primary structural element which developed during the
emplacement of the igneous body in which it is found. The joints, 
shears and faults are later structure elements formed in solid rock.
Microscopic structural features observed in thin section are small 
shear nones along which minor crushing of minerals and recrystallization 
has taken place. Commonly, biotite grains show kink banding (Fig. 19) 
which developed during the emplacement of the magma.
Foliation Foliation is rare and nowhere well developed. A few outcrops
in the I.X.L. canyon quarts monsodiorite display light and dark bands 
a few inches wide. The darker bands consist of a higher concentration 
of biotite than in the lighter bands. The Mud Springs quartz monzonite 
porphyry shows a fairly well-developed foliation (Fig. 17) which is 
defined by a parallel alignment of plagioclase grains, and which 
parallels the contacts of this dike-like body. Well-developed flow 
foliation also paralleling the contacts is found in the granophyric 
dike and the felsite body west of the mine.
— ?lntS Joints are well developed and at most stations two, and 
occasionally three, well-developed joint sets could be measured. Rarely 
were some slickensides observed on joint surfaces. The strike direction 
of measured joint sets are plotted in Figure 43 and show a strong 
northwest trend. Observation of the aerial photographs show that, in 
addition, there is a strong northeast-trending joint set which does not 
show up as prominently on Figure 43. It is interesting to note that the 
' northwest-trending joint sets parallel, the two northwest-trending faults

and are related to the tectonic
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development of the Stillwater Range. 
Faults Three previously unrecognised faults were observed during field 
mapping. TWO were discovered on the basis of offsets of the large 
composite alkali-feldspar granite dike and the granophyric dike. The 
third and small fault was mapped on the basis of a well-developed shear 
rone near Mud Springs. Two of the faults trend about N. 65° w. and 
the third trends N. 10° w. and is parallel to one of the well-developed
joint sets.
It is felt that the N. 65° w.-trending faults are probably older
because they parallel the trend of the granophyric dike, suggesting
that this fracture direction was develoDedP prior to the emplacement of
the granophyric dike.
Displacement along the N. 10° W.-trending fault has resulted in 
offsets of the alkali-feldspar granites and the granophyric dike. 
Recent movement is also suggested by the truncation of a stream 
drinage below the mine. This fault appears to terminate in Job Canyon
Actual amounts of displacement along these steeply dipping faults 
is hard to determine because of the lack of a stratigraphic marker.
Also present in the study area is a portion of the Dixie Valley 
fault which has a well-developed fault scarp produced during the 1954 
earthquake. The Dixie Valley fault forms the eastern contact of the 
Mud Springs stock with the alluvial deposits of Dixie Valley, other 
fault scarps, produced during the 1954 earthquake, can be seen in the 
alluvium and are obvious on aerial photographs. All the faults are 
normal faults, with the western side moving upward relative to the 
eastern side. Further information concerning the faulting in Dixie
Valley can be found in the following references: Byerly (1956); 
Siemens (1957) , Tocher (1957) ; and Siemens and others (1959) . 
Shears Numerous shear zones defined by areas of crushed root were 
Observed near all the faults in the study area, other shears, 
developed during the intrusion of s «  of the granitic units, have 
become the sites of minor recrystallization (Fig. 33).
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IGNEOUS ACTIVITY
Cenozoic igneous activity began ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
Of the central western and southwestern United states, including the
Great Basin area (Armstrong and others, 1969,- Silberman and McKee,
1971, and Noble, 1971,. volcanic roots predominate and are mainly calc-
alkaline types. Basalts and silicic rocks are uncommon (Noble, 1972,
P- 143).
4 Chan5e “  the Of volcanic activity took place in the
Great Basin and adjacent areas approximately 33 m.y. ago. High-K
andesites and latite lavas and related volcanic rocks were succeeded by 
voluminous silicic rocks, mainly guartz-latite and rhyolitic ash-flow 
tuffs. Mafic and intermediate rocks of this age are rare. Hocks older 
6 m.y. are mainly quartz latites and rhyolites with calc-alkalic 
Available K/Ar age data seem to suggest a decrease in 
intensity of volcanism between 28-26 m.y. ago (Noble, 1972, p. 143).
The approximate vent areas for the early Miocene volcanism are shown 
in Figure 44 along with the location of the Stillwater Hange, Nevada.
lower Miocene ash-flow sheets which cover most of the Great 
Basin are aerially extensive and were developed on surfaces of little or 
no relief. High-angle faulting in the Great Basin is thus post-early 
Miocene. In most of this area faulting has been dated at 15-17 m.y. 
and appears to coincide with crustal rifting in the Pacific Northwest 
which initiated eruption of basalts of the Columbia River Group 
(Atwater, 1970, and Noble, 1972).
It thus appears that the Tertiary igneous rocks in the Stillwater 
are related to a subduction modal for the generation of the magmas and 
that the igneous evolution in the Great Basin was not smoothly evolving

“  instead episodic. * multiple diapir model. i„ uhich . single
Produced the magmas associated with a single volcanic center 
best explains the occurrence and distinctive petrographic and epical 
characteristics of the p3v-i,,Y ocene igneous activity (Noble, 1972,
P- 146).
Other Tertiary (?) Plutonic Rocks in the q n 11- -- -------lllwater Range Four granite
plutons of unknown age, but tentatively assigned a Tertiary-Cretaceous 
a,e by page <1965,, were visited and samples were collected to see it 
there was any similarity to roots in the Mod Springs stock. The sampled 
areas were White Cloud Canyon. Cox Ca„yon, hlameda Ca„yon, the southern 
portion of the Mud Springs stool in coyote Ca„yon and la Plata Canyon
(P19‘ 45K These - »  « *  examined in detail, hut it was deter­
mined that these plutons are composite and contain at least two
different intrusive phases. The intrusive just south of Cox Canyon which 
Page <1965, mapped as intrusive felsite appeared to be in part a flow- 
banded rhyolite and was not further examined.
Notable in the mineralogy of the rods from these plutons as 
compared with rocks from the Mud Springs stock is the absence of horn­
blende and the presence of microcline (except for Coyote Canyon samples 
which have orthoclase and no amphibole) and coarse sericite alteration 
Of the feldspars. Pigure 3 contains the modal plot of guartz, alkali- 
feldspar and plagioclase for these rocks and it can be seen that they 
do not fall in the regions occupied by the rocks from the Mud Springs 
stock. The two samples from Coyote Canyon, with their different mineral- 
97, suggest that the southern portion of the Mud Springs stock may 
contain additional intrusive phases.
Page (1965) assigned these rocks a stratigraphic" position
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 ̂agu.ro 46. Sampled Tertlary(?)intru3ions" 
Kango* Nevada (after Pag©, 1965). in the Stillwater
equivalent to the rocks
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l iYiua Springs stock, although the age is
uncertain. it is believed by this writer that th
hat there may be reason for
assigning all but the Coyote Canyon rocks to an lri
Y ocks to an older period of intrusion
than the Mud Springs stock based on the following criteria:
<« P I * - ,  of ha P i e .  Alameda and white cloud Canyo„s ±ntrude
TriMS1C Sed™ ? “ * “ *  * -  younger Tertiary volcanics.
e granitic rocks near the Summit King Mine (Highway 50) intrude 
Trrassio sedentary rocks an. have teen dated ty tte V Ar netted at 
76 m.y. According to Page (1965)
granitic body appears similar to the
plutons to the north.
<2> P‘9e '°ral conununication, October 1974) mentioned that the 
Tertiary volcanic rocks in the dot Peat area and north of ha Plata Canyon
contain microolrne xenocrysts. As was noted previously, the samples
observed from ha Plata, Alameda, and white Cloud Canyons contain micro-
cline, whereas the roots of the Hud Springs stock do not. it is felt that
the microcline xenocrysts in the TprHnr .
y volcanics could possibly have
been picked up from microcline-bearing granites thusy g anites, thus suggesting an older
age, possibly equivalent to the granites at 6h qgranites at the Summit King Mine.
Emplacement History
Hypotheses for magma generation and 
evolution that have been proposed are (Best, 1969).
(1) Contamination of a magma undergoing fractional crystallisation
(2) Partial melting of silicic crustal rocks
(3) Mixing of magmas
Mechanism ,3, has received little support (Best, 1969), probably 
because production of magma of intemaediate composition from mixing various
proportions of basalt and rhyolite magmas is thought to be difficult, 
based on physiochemical conditions (Voder, 1973, p. 165). „echanism
(2) is not likely in the ease of the Mud Springs rooks since it would
require that each intrusive phase represents an episode of partial
melting and emplacement. The chemical sequence of intrusion seen is the
reverse of that which would be ekpected from this model. Mechanism (1,
involves assimilation of silicic crystal material by a fractionating
basalt magma. For most calc-alkaline suites the data ^uxues m e  data are compatible
with a parent magma differentiating in an essentially closed system as 
indicated by Sr isotope studies. No isotopic data was available for 
the Mud springs rocks, but since there is such a close similarity to
calc-alkaline suites in major okide variation and trace element ratios
(Ni/Co and V/Ni (Taylor and others lqMl i+- ■S' 1969) lt jls assumed that these rocks
have developed in a similar way and in fact Noble (1972, p. 145) has 
ggested that most of the volcanic rocks (that are chemically similar 
to these, were produced from a two-stage subduction related mechanism.
The fact that the locus,of early Miocene silicic volcanism 
(Fig. 44, lies approximately parallel both to the western margin of 
North America and the belt of later intermediate volcanism (see Fig. 1,
»°ble, 1972, would appear to argue that the early Miocene igneous 
activxty is related to subduction.
Recent experimental studies of natural rocks at high pressures 
suggest that liquids of high-alumina basaltic andesite composition may 
develop in the upper mantle by partial melting of quarts tholeiitic 
material (green and Ringwood, 1967,. In the proposed model, the quarts 
tholeiite is produced by an earlier episode of partial melting of pyrolite
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to proauce undersaturated basaltic magma which rises to depths of less 
than 10 km where it undergoes fractionating to the oversaturated 
material (Taylor and others, 1969, p. 284).
In view of the concept of sea-floor spreading, an alternative, 
but perhaps .ore realistic series of events, would he to drag guartz 
thoierrtic ooeanio erust beneath the island are or continental margin 
via convective motion in the upper mantle (Ernst, 1974, p. 52). The
70 percent melting of the guartz tholeiite to produce andesitic basalt 
liguid regained in the model of Oreen and Kingwood would yield volumes 
O f  magma from the down-dragged oceanic crust.
proposed that the parental magma was formed by fractional 
crystallization of mafic or very silica-poor intermediate parent magmas
turn, resulted from partial melting of ultramafic source 
material (Miyashiro, 1974, p. 344).
i l i & S t a g e s  The intrusive relations of the stock and the chemical 
trends point to the early intrusion of guartz ^nzodiorite followed by 
granodiorite, guartz monzonite porphyry, guartz syenite porphyry and 
with alkali-feldspar granite as the last intrusive phase. This seguence, 
although in the order of increasing silica and potassium, cannot 
represent progressive fractional crystallization unmodified by other 
factors. Although major oxide composition and trace element data, in 
their intrusive order, cannot be reconciled with simple fractional 
crystallization, the chemical trends are consistent with gradually falling 
temperature and increasing pressure of ^o. Bulk rock trends do not 
prove the comagmatic nature of the units, but the close 
ship strongly suggests it.
spatial relation-
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It is proposed that the following stages took plaoe in the 
development of the Mud Springs stock:
(1) Intrusion into the c m o -f =a . icrust of a parental magma of assumed
andesitio oomposition (see Figs. 39 A, B average andesite)
(2) Fractional crystallization of this magma began at shallow 
depths. The magma chamber was most likely irregular in shape, preventing 
a progressive fractionation process to continue, but instead resulting
in isolated pockets of melts of differing composition.
(3) St times fracturing took plaoe and the tapped melts resulted in
development of porphyritic features. Chemical data suggest that tapping
of a residual melt from magma that gave rise to the Mud Springs quartz
monzonrte porphyry could result in the development of the alkali-feldspar 
granites.
(4) The unusually high potassium content for the Mud Springs quartz 
syenite is probably the result of potassium enrichment in the upper 
part of a magma column, similar chemical and teztural relations, as 
described previously, were found by Boone (1962, p. 1469, in a syenite 
from Maine, and are suggested by the K/Eb ratios. Boone felt (p. 1470) 
that the replacement occurred while the ratio of liquid to crystals was 
still moderately high. !t is therefore suggested that upward transfer 
of potassium operated independently of normal fractional crystallization 
to create a syenitic magma near the roof of the chamber.
(5) For the alkali-feldspar granite porphyry, Eb trace element data 
suggest that crystal settling of orthoclase grains depleted the melt in 
Rb prior to quenching. Quenching was probably the result of emplacement 
he melt into an open fracture, possibly produced by increasing water
! pressure.
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(6) Hydrothermal alteration belonging to the prophylitio subzone 
of the argillio facies (Burnham, 1962, p. 771, has affected both the 
I.X.h. canyon guartz monzodiorite and the Mud Springs guartz syenite, 
suggesting that it is at least younger than the syenite unit. This 
type of alteration would probably have little chemical effect on the 
alkali-feldspar granites, it may be, therefore, even younger and related 
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